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TECH
BULLETIN

Tie Tack is a waterbase maintenance product for periodic deep cleaning of hardwood sports surfaces.

PERIODIC CLEANING: In bucket, mix 3 parts water and 1 part Tie Tack [2:1 may be necessary for heavily 
soiled floors]. Dip untreated cotton towels in solution. Wring towels before placing flat on floor. Place push 
broom on towel one foot from leading edge and fold leading edge over the top of push broom. Push towel
1/4 the length of floor. Then lift and move push broom back on towel about six inches so that only a clean
portion of the towel is on top or behind the broom bristles. Repeat procedure at each 1/4

 of the floor.
Repeat the process until there is not a clean edge on the towel. At that point, turn the towel over and
continue. When towel becomes dirty or dry, replace with new clean towel. Never dip dirty towel in clean
solution. Continue cleaning with fresh towels until entire floor is tacked. If floor still appears dirty it may be
necessary to tack the floor again with the Tie Tack solution.

CLEAN BEFORE ABRADING: Use Tie Tack at full strength to reduce the risk of spreading contaminants
before recoating the floor. Follow the same procedures listed above in Periodic Cleaning.

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. KEEP AWAY FROM AND OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN! CAUTION: COMBUSTIBLE.
KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT, SPARKS, FLAME AND ALL SOURCES OF IGNITION. Use with adequate ventilation
and do not allow vapors to accumulate and concentrate in areas such as basements, bathrooms or small
enclosed areas. Use a properly maintained and fitted NIOSH approved respirator for organic solvent
vapors. If strong odor is noticed or you experience slight dizziness, headache, nausea, or eye
watering, STOP-Leave area immediately DANGER: Contains small amounts of glycol ethers.
Avoid contact with eyes and skin. In case of eye contact, flush with plenty of water. If
swallowed, call a physician. If affected by vapors, move to fresh air. KEEP OUT OF REACH
OF CHILDREN. Close container after each use. For more information about this product, its
applications, or safety procedures, contact the manufacturer. 

Use the following Tie Tack cleaning systems for periodic deep 
cleaning, and to reduce spreading contaminants during screen 
and recoats.

1. In bucket, mix the appropriate ratios of Tie Tack and water. Dip untreated cotton towels in solution and wring 
towels before placing flat on floor.

2. Place push broom on towel one foot from leading edge and fold leading edge over the top of push broom. 
Push towel the entire length of floor. Before returning back down the floor, lift and move push broom back on 
towel about six inches so that only a clean portion of the towel is on the leading edge, and fold the soiled 
portion of towel on top or behind the broom bristles. Repeat the process until there is not a clean edge on the 
towel. At that point turn the towel over and continue.

3. When towel becomes dirty or dry, replace with new clean towel. Never dip dirty towel in clean solution.       
Continue cleaning with fresh towels until entire floor is tacked. If floor still appears dirty it may be necessary to 
tack the floor again with the Tie Tack solution.

Periodic Cleaning

Mix three parts water to one part Tie Tack 
solution in a bucket and clean entire floor. If floor 
is heavily soiled, two cleanings may be required.

Clean before screening

Use Tie Tack full strength before screening to 
reduce the risk of contaminants during the 
coating process.


